InteleConnect® Clinical Hub

Delivering universal accessibility and productive clinical collaboration

InteleConnect® Clinical Hub gives physicians easy access to patient images and exams, anywhere and anytime. InteleConnect’s Universal Viewer provides easy zero-footprint access to internal or third-party PACS or DICOM archives.

With tailored specialist worklists that present only relevant patient orders and activity in real-time and a collaboration suite to manage sharing, discrepancies, messaging and critical notifications, InteleConnect facilitates patient-centric teams. Using InteleConnect Patterns, organizations are provided a competitive edge by leveraging key data in regards to their referrer base.

INTELECONNECT OFFERS

› An intuitive zero-footprint viewer, for viewing studies or key 2D or 3D images, in any browser.
› Tailored worklists to automatically present only relevant patients to clinicians, specialists, ED physicians and more.
› Simplified management of multiple imaging providers, integrating all sites and pending notifications in one view.
› Responsive collaboration through secure instant messaging and notifications between radiology and referrers.
› Streamlined experience for desktop, mobile or tablet devices, including a one-step installation iOS app.
› Analytics provide geographic, behavioral and acquisition data sourced directly from InteleConnect.
UNIVERSAL ACCESS
› Complete accessibility to all patient exams, no matter where they’re read, using a PACS-agnostic viewer.
› Intuitively view studies or key patient images, with window leveling and multiple viewports.
› Universal patient search easily finds patients by scheduled orders without available images.
› Easy access with a zero-footprint viewer, requiring no downloads and no training, so referrers can start using the solution immediately.

CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
› Intelligent worklists automatically filter patients, presenting only relevant cases to clinicians (ED physicians, Ortho specialists...) to streamline care.
› Patient activity dashboards improve productivity by giving clinicians a close watch on real-time order statuses.
› ‘Break Glass’ for self-granting access to patient studies for non-primary physicians, to ensure unimpeded care.
› Share studies with other specialists or care groups using ‘On Refer’ from right inside InteleConnect®, lowering IT support and improving collaboration.

TOTAL MOBILITY
› Accelerate turnaround times, delivering results instantly to referrer email inboxes or smartphones.
› Stay connected anywhere, with any desktop or smartphone web browser, or mobile devices.
› Real-time updates in a convenient and free iOS app for Apple® devices.
› Fully secure and HIPAA compliant, with SSL and password protection.

FASTER COMMUNICATION
› Customizable notifications to tailor multiple types of results to each physician’s preferences.
› Rapid follow-up with critical notification receipts, ensuring accountability for results delivery.
› Quickly collaborate with secure chat and shared contact information.
› Simply access results with one-click right from any email inbox.

INSIGHTFUL RELATIONSHIPS
› Compare the number of new vs. returning visitors to your portal; the frequency of referrers’ visits; how recently referrers have visited; and the amount of time spent in the portal per visit.
› Use geographical data to better understand your referrers’ location in order to target your promotional and educational campaigns.
› Measure the success of campaigns by comparing utilization during specific periods or measuring new versus returning visits.
› Receive notifications when there is a change in key metrics, so you can fix issues as they occur.

InteleConnect is customizable to your evolving needs. Please refer to your contract agreement for details on your InteleConnect features and functionality.